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OHice Reports 
Large I ncr ease 
In Applications 
M~. F~anigan has reported that 
apph~abons to Regis College are 
up thirty percent over last year. 
As a result, the Admissions 
Committee is notably more 
selective than last year. 
As of March 24, four hundred 
and seventy freshman had been 
selected from six hundred and 
sixty-four processed applications. 
Last year at this time the 
Admissions Office had received 
five _hun~red and twenty-six 
applications. Mr. Flanigan 
expects one thousand applications 
to be processed by September and 
some seven hundred of these to be 
accepted. 
Carroll Hall is virtually filled 
for next year. One hundred and 
thirty-five out-of-state women 
have been accepted and eighty-
one have already made deposits 
Continued on Page 4 
Pass on App(Jintments B&G Photo by Shumakei 
General Assembly Quorum Hears Committee Reports 
The General Assembly finally got a t ·t M d · meeting and was able to c nd t b . q~orum a. I s . arc~ 23 reporte t~at his committee necessary to speed roll call. 
the March 2 meeting. o uc usmess or the first time smce would re-Is~ue the original After a favorable report from 
A number of standing com- to be appropriated for are the food su_rvey m the near future Jack McCullough, the Chairman 
mittees reported to the General Honor's Banquet and Ranger to see If the students responded of the Appointment Committee, 
Assembly the results of their Day. Krettek reported that the !ll?~e favorably to ~he chan_ges on all those nominated by Randy 
work. John Krettek Student present balance in the treasury ~rutiated ~y Ser~o~~tiOn-Mathias. Roth to fill vacancies on standing 
Senate Treasurer, rep~rted that comes to $4621.50. f -~he~ ~ fi0 sigmficant change, committees, the General As-
the Junior Class had been given Mark Angelos, student repre- ~~ll cpu o~g~, Ray Regne_r, sembly voted unanimously to 
$1700.00 for prom expenses senting Educational Policies 0 ege_ _urc asmg Agent, Will accept all appointments. 
$625.00 had been appropriated Committee, reported that the ?e~h b~~~n,fo fo~ ~ew contracts ~resident Randy Roth spoke 
to Rho Chi Sigma for the Aero- committee had voted to recom- or e - sc 00 year. to t~ Assembly on the affairs of 
space Exposition, the Libra mend to the Board of Trust- The General Assembly repealed the StUde_Q!_ Senate. He reported 
Agency had been paid $200 00 ees the abolishment of oral an ~mendment th~y had passed at that the Senate had sent a letter 
for the band at the Inau u;al comprehensive exams as a re- their second sessiOn .w~ch ~ould to faculty members volunteering 
Ball and $17 60 had b g t quirement for graduation. The have had members sit m assigned student services in any way that 
by the Freshman Clas~entospe: Board of Trustees met on Tues- seats at all mee!ings. The origi~al t~e~ could use them, such as baby-
for flowers for Tim Merz ~h~ day, April 1, to consider this purpose of the bill w~s to expedite sittmg, yard work, or correcting 
was killed over the Chri~tmas move. roll call and th~ ~kmg of attend- papers. The response from the 
vacation. The new chairman of the Food ance, but a maJon~y of me~bers faculty has been very encouraging, 
The two major events stili Committee, Jack McCullough feltfl that the actiOn restncted and z_nany stu_dents have already 
' on- oor caucuses and was not been mvolved m the program. 
Bill Sands Slloct.s Crowd Witk Prison Sneecft ~~~~!~~:1~:~~:~~?!~t1~~~:~~~~ 
By DALE GARDNER r and Tenure Committees. These 
BrownandGoldAssistantEditor adju~tmen~ of ex-convicts in an two! Yet he wasn't entering are _the only _Faculty-Admini-
( ~ . Coo ''I was told in words of one hostile society. prison as an unannounced crimin- strabve Committees that do 
. syllable that for the rest of my Mr. Sands was a "two-time al of the usual sorts. not have s~udents on them at 2~. 2° natural life I would be known as lc;>ser'' for armed robbery .. His "When I walked into the prison I the p~esent time. . 
1-,tl) convict # 66836, lifer - San first sentence was spent m a was already a bit of a prison In 1ts second meeb~g, the GA 
1 b <60 Quentin." Sum111ing up the initial reform school. It was there that celebrity. Not just because I'd had had ~assed a resol~bon rec?m-
despondency and impersonaliza- he was taught the basic a couple of running gunfights with me_ndt~g !o Fr. Houlihan's off~ce, 
fO,qD tion felt upon entering prison, procedures for a robbery so as not a policeman, which I did. Or not which IS m charge of schedulmg, 
t(... 2 Mr. Bill Sands went on to con- to fail. He was told to use a loaded because my crime partners were that at all future events _sponsored 
demn the existing prison condi- gun "the next time" in case he on the street, which they were. 0~ the campus, !wo policemen_ be 
tions and stun his audience with was shot at, how to jump the But because it was not expected ~tred to keep VISitor~ fromparkmg 
-· --the shocking story of his own ignition wires in order to steal a from a y 0 u n g man 0 f my m the student parkmg lots. Roth 
, foj 0 life. car, and how to buy a tip on a safe background. You see, 1 was an reported that at the last _such event 
Approximately five hundred and from whom. "You know," he only child. My father, at that had been hired but had not shown 
people were present to hear Mr. said, "all of the things that are time, was a presiding judge of the u~ . He plans to ":Vork directly 
Bill Sands lecture on penology, iil neces_sary for a young man to Superior Courts of the State of w~th _ the _scheduling desk to 
the Fieldhouse on March 25. Mr. know m order to succeed." California!" elimma te this problem. 
Sands has already written two But h~ wasn't successful the As soon as he entered San In other Student" Senate news, 
best selling books: My Shadow second time. At twenty years of Quentin Prison, Mr. Sands "came President Roth has appointed 
Ran Fast and The Seventh Step. age he wa_s sen~ to th~ notori~us under what is known academical- the members of the President's 
He has also established The San Quentm Pnson with two life ly as behavior therapy." This is Advisory Committee. This com-
Seventh Step Foundation which sentences running concurrently the school of thought that con- mittee is supposed to create and 
has played an integral role in and one consecutive to the first tends that if one ·can control a discuss ideas with the President, 
man's behavior for a long enough and its members have been chosen 
_;~\.x 
time, sooner or later the behavior to represent a broad cross-section 
controls can be removed and the of the student body. The members 
resulting behavior will remain are Paul Max, John Budinger, 
constant. Prisons practice Dave Kottonstette, Bill Strempel, 
"behavior therapy across this and Stanley "Chip" Burke. 
Sophmore 
Test Results 
Inconclusive 
The results of the Survey of 
College Achievement, taken last 
April by this year's Junior class, 
have been returned to the Coun-
seling Office. The scores have 
been circulated among the facul-
ty without comment or explana-
tion. 
The scores for Regis College 
were: 
AREA 
English 
Natural Sciences 
Mathematics 
Humanities 
Social Sciences 
PERCENTILE 
30 
21 
32 
64 
and History 46 
Mr. John V. Coyne, Assistant 
Academic Dean, stated that it is 
very difficult to draw conclusions 
from the results because the 
students were used in a program 
to standardize the test. He said 
that the test which will be given 
to this year's Sophomores on 
April 17 should be more inform-
ative. 
The subject matter of the test 
is similar to that of courses in 
the first two years of college. 
The tests are primarily con-
cerned with the students' knowl-
edge of facts and concepts, 
th~ir ability to perceive relation-
ships, and their understanding 
of basic principles in the liberal 
arts. 
Mr. Coyne emphasized that 
the test cannot be used to evalu-
ate individuals, but the students 
must take the test seriously in . 
order to achieve an accurate 
group score. Because of the 
limited testing time and the 
breadth of the areas it covers 
the test is appropriate only 
for suggesting differences among 
groups and for identifying chang-
es that take place one year to 
another. 
Because of the relatively 
small number oJ student:; at 
Regis that concentrate in 
mathematics and the natural 
sciences, the class scores in 'this 
area were low. It is also difficult 
to determine exactly what the 
tests are measuring. Once this 
is determined, a school must 
decide whether their own sys-
tem of teaching is preferable 
to the one measured by the test. 
Another consideration is that, 
in standardizing the test, the 
students took two seventy-five 
minute tests and the fatigue 
factor must be accounted for . 
Mr. Coyne stated that it is im-
possible to get away fmm sources 
that might influence the results, 
such as knowledge the student 
brings from high school and 
other non-college academic 
endeavors. 
In addition to judging group 
achievement and changes from 
one year to the next, the test 
is a valuable instrument in 
determining the needs for cur-
riculum reform, comparing 
student achievement in their 
major field , and evaluating 
new programs. REGIS nation inadvertently, ... and in reverse, to the detriment of the 
people they're supposed to 
protect." 
The first time he saw a young 
boy raped by an older, hardened 
criminal he was totally shocked, 
he said. But after he had 
witnessed this disgusting act ten 
times, he only wondered why the 
boy did not fight or kill his 
attacker. Behavior therapy had 
set in. He was becoming 
animalistic in his own thinking. 
·JOHNSTON HEADS GROUP/TO-
PROVIDE APARTMENT LIST 
Mr. Sands cited the ever present 
cases of prison brutality and 
mistreatment. Simply because he 
witnessed a stabbing in the prison 
courtya-rd and the real assailant 
was not found, he was beat and 
battered for nineteen days and 
B&G Photo by Shumaker ''lost twenty-seven pounds of flesh 
and blood and the guards broke 
thirty-three bones." In Cincinnati, 
prisoners are thrown into coffin-
like cells in which the floor serves 
as a toilet. In the Lucas County 
Jail in Toledo, Ohio guards reward 
"I WAS A LOSER ... " 
Shocking not a few, the San Quentin graduate, Mr. Bill Sands, 
told a Regis aodience about the misery, mismanagement and 
failure of our prisons and about hope for a better system of 
penology. A standing ovation voiced the appreciation of the 
crowd of about 500. 
Continued on Page 8 
A ·special Executive Board committee, appointed last week by 
Director of Community Relations Rick Garrity, bas undertaken the task 
of providing next year's off~campus residents with a comprehensive list 
of available housing units. Appointees to the committee, under 
Garrity's supervision, are: Mike Johnston, Chairman, Pete McGuire, 
Jerry Weis, and Pat O'Conner. 
In reporting on the group's 
progress, Johnston intimated, 
· "Almost all the apartments I've 
called so far won't deal with us-
because we're college students, 
for one thing- or will not hold an 
apartment over the summer, 
unless you lease it right at the 
beginning of the summer. A lot of 
them won't sub-lease. either. 
What we've decided to do is deal 
with realtors in the area that will 
deal with college kids and already 
have housing lists of available 
apartments." 
Johnston mentioned that the 
study bas enlisted eleven Denver 
realtors already - among them 
Data Realtors and Van Schaack 
Co. - and that the middle-man 
method "is the only way that we'll 
be able to keep the list up to 
date." 
The study currently takes in 
"almost the whole city - from 
Alameda to Colorado and north to 
Interstate 70, and Interstate 70 
west for the most part." Plans 
after Easter break include 
information which will be 
released to the students. that will 
include the names of participating 
realtors. 
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THE Ll GHT F AAA NT AS Tl C :~:?~===~=~=t~=~=~=~=~=t~=~=~=~::r··, 
Easter Planning 
:·: :-:-:·:·:-:-:-:·:-:-:·:·:·:-:-:;:;:-:;:;:;:;:;: ;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::?>>~=with Jack McC u/1 oug h 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:·:::·:·:·:-:-:-:·:-:-:·:-:-:-:-·-:·.··:-:..· -· .·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· ...... . . : . .. . Easter when everyone else is out having wild r 
Mark Angelos, Editor 
The days immediately precedmg Easter ~acatl?n Theca it lation is forthcoming : "Listen Imes. 
Dale Gardner, Assistant Editor are usually ones of social ch~os and academic penl. like yo~':e been working pretty hard. We'i'"Jou sound 
The most Important concern Is, of course, wha~ to do mone and ou 0 with ever one send you 
over Easter The complicating factor in this all- some Y' Y g . Y else- and 
. · . . t b k don' t worry about not commg home " Sue Important question IS money. If you are no ro e " Th nk cr k , · cess-
Sports Editor ...... .. .. __ ___ ___ .. .. Skip Walsh now, you know you will be after vacation. All the a. s. 1~ · 
Circulation Editor_ .. .. . _ . .... __ Rick Carter Business Manager .. ................. iohn Trilla socially acceptable courses of action - Florida, t Jhl~ t~ctic:ls ~~~~~i~~r t~usto of t~e t:ay, .the 
Photography ... .. .. . __ .. ____ __ .. Dick Shumaker Moderator. .. .. ......... .. . .. . Miss Carmen Casis California, and skiing- cost more money than a s u en giveslik academics Th mf~ 0t e mmor 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• month at the Sheridan. Embracing middle-class annoyances, . e . · e Irs problem is 
Of Con-men and Compliments 
The publicity for Bill Sands said that his talk would be 
fascinating and engrossing, and to hear anyone who saw the 
lecture, you'd surely have to agree that it was. Mr. Sands actual 
knowledge of prison conditions and his original ideas were, to 
say the very least, a startling revelation about the realities of 
our prison system. His knowledge of the penal conditions, 
however, was not the most impressive aspect of his speech; even 
more than this , his action and concern for change in the present 
system and his activities to rehabilitate convicts is worthy of 
note. 
When Sands was not talking about the penal system, 
however, his speech left a little to be desired. His contract said 
that if he did not receive a standing ovation after the lecture, 
Regis wouldn't have to pay. Somebody got us a pretty good deal, 
but in th~ end Sands fooled us. He's a pretty smooth operator-
probably was before he went to prison and certainly has been 
ever since. And it showed up the other night in the fieldhouse as 
he used every trick in the book to warm up the audience. 
He began a twenty minute diatribe on the marvels of the 
younger generation by praising the ability of his youthful 
audience to sit quietly through an hour of his lecture. This 
certainly is praiseworthy, we should pat ourselves on the back 
for that one. 
He then went on to mimic about three thousand other 
speakers and tell us what a lousy world we're being handed and 
how it's not our fault but he' s confident that we'll do the best that 
any generation has ever done. Well , thanks, Bill; but I'm afraid 
I'll have to disagree. 
The world we're "being handed" may not be our fault but it's 
certainly no worse than that which any other generation has 
received from its parents. The last thing we need is someone to 
help us think up excuses to feel sorry for ourselves- we seem to 
be pretty good at that on our own. 
Secondly, Bill, I'm glad that you think we're going to do 
great things with the world, but I prefer to wait and see. A lot of 
young people will tell you we are, but this is easy to say and 
hard to carry out. We haven't done anything outstanding so far, 
and I don't think we will until we stop reacting against the world 
instead of coming to grips with it. 
Thanks for the kind words , Bill , but certainly there must be a 
better way to get a standing ovation. 
THANKS 
I'd like to say thanks on behalf of the student body to the 
Regis Theatre Guild for providing a fine performance of "The 
Clouds." You've certainly treated us better than we've treated 
you. It's possible that next year you won't have to fight against 
an on-campus beer dance; I'm not going to make any estimation 
on the time until you get a decent theatre. 
values, one turns to the obvious solution: Parents. the tests which you are gom~ to. have m all your 
In what ranks as one of the classic performances Wednesday classes. The question Is not whether or 
of college, the Regis student places the long distance not you should study for them- b~t shou_ld you blow 
collect phone call. As usual, the conversation starts t~em off and leave early. The discermng student 
with the two minute explanation to your mother w~ll naturally le~ve earl_y. The lesser on_es among us 
about how you've been so busy you didn't have a will compromise. This 11?-eans. cuttmg classes 
chance to write for the past two months. Then, the M~md_ay to go on ~ woodsie, dm~g some serious 
indignant father gets on the phone and wants to drmkmg Tuesday rught, and showmg up hung-over 
know what in the hell his son or daughter is doing for the Wednesday tests. . 
over vacation. You calmly explain that you were The next cause for annoyance Is the fact that you 
planning on staying at school and studying _ but haven't .start~ on any of those term papers which 
they are closing the cafeteria, and it wouldn't be ~re due Immediately after Easter. '!Jle sad part of it 
worth staying since it would cost so much for food IS that you don't even hav~ en~ugh bme to plagiarize 
and everything. This last line is the set-up for the a decen~ paper. The solution IS the only ~easonable 
overworked, socially-deprived student gambit. Your alter~abve: you run around the dorm trymg to find 
parents immediately say, "Well, do you want us to ou.t If a~yo~e h~s ~ ten page paper on the 
send you some money so you can get home." The philosophical Imphc~twns of rat breeding on the 
admission of the existence of money is a fatal 13t~ centu~ c;onc~pbon of G~. If yo~ efforts bear 
mistake on the part of parents. Your response is fruit, the difficulties precedmg vacation are taken 
shattering, "Gee, everyone in the whole school is care of. 
going . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (insert Florida, California, If, on the o~her hand, you still can't find a paper, 
skiing, etc.)." Your parents naturally realize the you do what IS natural for a Regis student. Yell, 
psychological d~mage they'll do their child in terms "Out of here!", have a few drinks, forget about it, 
of peer group esteem if they drag you home for and leave for vacation. 
============Letters to the Editor=========== 
Readers Reiect Johnsen's ''Hair'' Treatment 
Dear Editor, 
I would like to take issue with Clarence Johnsen and his last column, 
"Hair"-Cut. Although I usually enjoy this column, I found the things he 
said in the March 21 issue to be a distortion of the facts and based upon 
too little first-hand information about the play. 
Please don't sign my name to ..,.h_a_v_._e..,.is--"-c-:th_e_s_o_u_n'""d.,..tr-a-ck~s.,..t.,..ic..,.k_w_I.,.._t_h 
this letter. I'm sure I know less criticism of the music: Secondly, 
about music than Clarence as anyone who has s~en the play 
J~hnsen, but there are solll:e will agree, it is impossible to 
thiDJ?'S I want to clear up about this judge what takes place on the 
partJCular column. . stage without experiencing the 
I s~w t~e play over Ch~1stmas play, and without an applied 
vacation m L~ndo~; I don t know knowledge of the contemporary 
how much this d1~fers fr?m ~he history of the theatre and the 
Broadway productiOn but JUdgmg current social scene. 
from the American soundtrack In the words of retired New 
and th~ trouble the British version York Times play reviewer Walter 
had '!lth the censors, probably Kerr, the American Theatre is 
very little. . _. dead. If not that bad, it is at least 
Clarence Johnsen tn~d to JUdge dying. The only place in the nation 
th~ ~lay fro!ll the music -. I feel that can support a thriving theatre 
this IS bad 1~ tw~ ~a~s .. First of community is New York City. 
all, as a music cntic limited only Cities like Denver could probably 
t<? knowledge o~ the sou~dtrack, he do no more than fill the theatre for 
vwl_ate? a basic premise of play the limited roads how 
rev1ewmg: you should at le~st see engagements that come to town, 
~he pl~y before attempting to and these are productions that 
JUdge It. In other words, when have already been rated 
MARK ANGELOS · you're a music critic and all you successes. 
exactly the opposite route. The 
movie industry began with early 
attempts that were little more 
than story-telling (such as the 
Westerns) and a self-conscious 
awesomeness of the power of this 
new medium (such as The Ten 
Commandments and Gone With 
the Wind, where little is done but 
to tell a story and use the 
advantages of the movie camera 
- the realism of the scenes, the 
vastness of the screen- in such a 
way as to almost drown the story 
itself). Today, movies have 
developed, and are still 
developing, camera techniques 
that complement the message 
instead of destroying it. Movies 
like Faces and Georgy Girl, Blow-
Up and La Dolce Vita concern 
themselves with proble.ms . of 
society and present them in such a 
way, using the new and old 
devices common to literature, 
stage and movies so that a 
receptive audience will leave the 
litJ:~!l~rt; ~it~_ !'! -~telie.l~~~. ~~;_~h~Jt 
VOICE IN THE WILDERNEnn IEIIEl!Eii!Eii!EiiiEilli:iii!Eil~~~- The big' pr'oduc'tio'ns 'o'fi" ~~ ~~~~~I.E:!I~L!::!.IlE:!II ~ Broadway are no more than nice stories and happy musi.c and 
ave seen some mg uuponan 
and worthw!!c-ile. Also, the 
experimental work done in movies 
today is fantastic compared to the 
stage. Peter Rabbit 
I hate to break it to you this way. Especially 
since it's the last minute and all that. What must be 
done, must be done. The truth will out. There is no 
Easter Bunny. 
Yes, dear reader, Peter Cottontail has gone the 
route of harmless old Saint Philomena. No more will 
that cheery old rabbit scatter joy and delight about 
the Spring scene as he once did in the days of my 
innocent childhood. The sheet music to Here Comes 
Peter Cottontail cannot fare much better than the 
glori{)us Gregorian Chant of the Catholic Church 
since Ray Repp came along and made us all sway to 
the beat of four chords. (Do you have any idea how 
long the average guitar player for a Folk Mass 
practices? No? Well, it's probably just as well that 
·you don't. But all this is esoteric and superfluous to 
this column. The real point is the tragic bit of 
information in the first paragraph. Of course, 
anybody who's still reading at this time is 
sufficiently aware of that. So let's get back to it.) 
The implications of this catastrophe are truly, in 
the eloquent phraseology native to the Regis 
Community, underwhelming. First of all, what 
about the Egg Industry. Nobody in their right mind 
could possibly tolerate and consume the quantity of 
hardboiled eggs the average kid downs in the days 
following Easter. I don't know what the owners of 
incubators will do. I've got my own problems. What 
the heck can I dream up to do with five dozen eggs? 
Think in terms of omelets, cakes (Angel food, of 
course), potato salad. 
And then there's the PAAS people. If you will 
set the cranial muscles in motion, you will recall 
that they're the folks who make the nifty dyeing 
k~ts. I never did un~erstand why my wax crayons 
simply would not wnte. So, as always in the face of 
adversity, I put native imagination to work. I used 
food coloring. How does blue potato salad grab 
you? Or maybe a bright lime green omelet with 
pink sausage? 
Coloradoans would have the sorrowful task of 
renaming Rabbit Ears Pass. Now doesn't that hurt? 
Pass the Kleenex and quit bawling about it like you 
were six years old again. 
Hugh Hefner would lose out on all the free 
advertising. And who can the mayor get to lead the 
Easter Parade? Face it, things aren't the way they 
used to be. I remember back when I was a little girl 
I ~uppose you'r~ curious to know where I picked 
up this little news Item. I have this friend up the 
block. His name is I. M. Ekoja. Strange kid, but fun 
~t parties. Full of ethnicity. Any old how, he bopped 
m the other day to tell me the bad news with his 
conventional whoop of mad hysteria. I didn't 
appreciate the interruption because at the time I 
was mapping out an Egg Hunt and trying to 
remember where I hid the carrots we always set out 
for the hungry Bunny. Which reminds me now to end 
this so I can get to the store. 
You understand. I ate the carrots before he told 
me the whole story was an April Fool, like you. 
Don't feel bad. Happy Easter from a Hare Lover. 
expensive sets; plays like I Do, I 
Do, Hello, Dolly, and lllya, 
Darling are little more than 
enjoyable experiences that are 
easily forgotten once you leave 
the theatre. There really is 
nothing to think about because the 
plays say very little. 
Again using Walter Kerr as an 
authority, "Movies are where it's 
at." The cinema has followed 
McCullough: 
But I don't want to bury t~e 
theatre prematurely. There are 
signs of life, and Hair and all the 
other types of experimental 
theatre are the quickening pulse. 
Just as the movies gradually left 
behind the star system and the 
big, box-office-minded studios, 
David Merrick and his 
Continued on Page 6 
'Your Bubble Is Going to Pop' 
Dear Editor, · nd 
I would like to state my views General Assembly_commJttee a 
regarding Mr. McCullough's c~ange the election procedur~­
column of March 21 1969 A t I m sure you could handle this from his article re~d: "it ~~~ ! adequat~ly; after all, ~~u were 
touching moment as th t· ld responsible for re-wntmg the 
e en Ire o "New C t't t ' " I'm not one board received Men of the Year . ons 1 u Jon. . . 
awards for their work durin the to JUdge, but your bubble IS gomg 
past year It is perhap . d' g f to pop when you graduate from 
of their ~fforts that tshm Ica IVe "the Ranch," you and all the other 
ese seven tt 1-t· . individuals should all be sin led pe Y po I Icians. . 
out for their high honor Aft g ll One ~ore comment b~for~ I etld 
the old and new bo d er ah ' concermng the sarcastic wits on 
jointly chose Man ofa[h s y w 0 campus. These students take 
sought out excellence ~h:::v;- great pride in their a~ility to 
they could find it.'' . r . em bar ass or cut do~ their fellow 
As far as I'm cone ·students for their so-called 
McCullough 1 don't gi_ernedd, Mr. inadequacies. This is typical of 
b , ve a amn an · "J c 11 " My a out the award. It is onl mse~ur~ oe . o _ege . . . 
someone like you who f 1 th ~ only pomt m mentwmng th1s IS 
"Man of the Year" is i~~~tan~ ~hat I ~ope this attitude changes 
If you aren't in favor of the way Immediately. 
your classmates are elected to 
such an honor, then head up a 
Sincerely, 
Jim Gold 
April2, 1969 BROWN AND GOLD Page3 
First-hand Experience 
Cuban Exile., Spanish Prof., Reports on Castro Regime 
se~~~!T08R ' S NOTE: Last andhad, afterall , theopportunity being too worried about the oecause this was the first sound andalotofweapons. Staff w..ft' T~OY/r AND GOLD to express their ideas with more situation of the poor people and attempt against the Battista The other leader, Antonio 
len h . ~r ~m a~ conducted a or less freedom. the workers and even the regime. Ecevaria, was a very, very brave 
Esev Y •~e~v•ew w•.th Seno~ Juan When we talk about Cuba before professional people. In other Question: How much reaction young man very idealistic, nothing 
Re . e, s r'!ctor 10 .spamsh at Castro we have to be a little bit words they didn't worry too much was there to the student unrest, about Communism. The word 
as gis, ovler. his experiences both careful because sometimes some about the needs of the people, the particularly in Havana? Communism was never heard in 
reva re~outtol!ary and.a counter- people in order to attack Castro peopleingeneral. It was very, very strong . Cuba- even in the mountains 
50, oluttonary 1D ~ba ID the la~e say that before Castro we used to Now, before Castro, we had a Battista was a man who had the where I spent three and half s a!ld early 60 s -.and his live in a very free country . I very high level in education- the determination not to let anyone weeks or so with Raul Castro in ~e~ectu~ns as a. Cuban eXIle. What disagree with that. The reason quality of the professional people bother him. The students had 1958 before coming to the United 
to 0 'Ys IS t~e frrst of two ~rts of why Castro was able to have a lot in Cuba was very high. The school refused his coup d'etat since the States. All we heard in the 
t:at :ate0rv~ew. The next Issue .of o~ fol~ower~ and people backing of medici~e. was an example of a very beginni.ng ~nd he knew very mountatins was nationalism and e WN AND GOLD ~·II him, mcludmg Amencan people good med1cme school. The school well that his biggest enemy m social changes . Everybody was 
ca.rrr the second and fmal and American investors, is that of law was a good eJeample, they Cuba .was the group of students, anxious for changes in Cuba and 
portion.) we were tired of Battista and his had a fantastic faculty and this especially at Havana University, we were worried about the 
Before Castro Cuba was one of regime whose characteristic was school , and I think that the the place of formation for situationofthepoorpeople. 
the more advanced countries the corruption in government professional group in Cuba in revolutionaries through the whole So in 1957 Antonio Ecevaria, in 
among the different Spanish offices and public business, and, general - all of them, medicine history of the country. conjunction with Fidel Castro in 
American and Central Americ;m of course, dictatorship. and law and veterinary and Battista used all types of Sierra Maestra , planned an attack 
and Caribbean area countries. I So we didn't live in a free pharmacy- were highly qualified methods in order to keep the on the Presidential Palace in 
think that in Cuba everybody used country before Castro. people. So, the economy was quite studen ts a wa y from doing order to kill- eliminate- Bat· 
to live more or less the same way Unfortunately , since Cuba stable. something serious. He jailed and tista and at the same time they 
people live in the more civilized became a republic in 1902 - The only thing was that in Cuba killed many of them. By thi~ time organized to take the CMQ - the 
and modern countries. Of course since a very early time in our we were a li tt le bit one of his students who was killed radio and television station - in 
we had a lot of poor people in Cuba independence- Cuba has had to underdeveloped in the industrial was Ecevaria , but actually that order for Castro to have control of 
lacking t hing s and e v en suffer in this environment of field . We didn't have all types of was a little bit later. Fidel had a t he news and everything . 
opportunities to get a better corruption , a s we call it in industries, for many reasons. One trial and in his trial h¢ expressed Ecevaria was the leader of this 
education or to have a lot of these Spanish, Corrupcion Americana of them is the limitation in natural very bravely, with a lot of courage organization in Havana , this 
advantages of the real modern de Cuba. Most of the people who resources, and another was the and honesty, the reasons he had to action. Ecevaria and Castro had 
countries . However, there were a were getting involved in politics limitation in capital , money to put do what he had done. some compromises in order to 
lot of people - I would say the and government positions were to work as resources. Therefore, This is precisely the biggest overthrow Bat tis ta and his 
majority of people- who had the looking or seeking for their own many of the big industries, like evidence that history has against regime. Ecevaria was in charge of 
chance to get a job and had the business interests , to become rich the sugar industry for example, Castro because all he said in his the radio and television station. 
opportunity to get an education and make money easily without went to the hands of foreigners- famous La Historia me Absolvera, Menelas Moro was the leader of 
like Americans mainly who had H i s t o r y w i ll a b s o l v e m e , the group t a k in g over the 
the money to put these things to whatever he said there was Presidential Palace. LONELY HEARl 
WeSk 
Trying to find an intelligent spokesman for today's young man who 
is genuinely concerned about his future - and, contrary to popular 
belief, his country's - to the point of abandoning epithets and 
rationalizations for positive, responsible action, is a dilemma that 
somewhat parallels that which Diogenes faced. Anyway, such was the 
case when the local Guru for the national Draft Resistance crashed here 
two weeks ago. 
Exhorted to "open my eyes to what is going around me"- as it 
tu-rned out, a f.:rustrating\-y tenuous and cynical statement-l te\\ by the 
Science Amphitheater to see what was shakin', baby . First on the 
agenda was a film short featuring three of the Catonsville Nine 
(including Tom and Kathy Melville), who participated in a free-
associative discussion about the draft record-"napalming" that the 
Nine are currently being tried for. Unfortunately , my hopes for 
challenge, confrontation, and justification were mitigated with an 
incomplete broadcast "cut" that amounted to little more than 
interpersonal "aid and comfort." After the insightful and thought-
provoking presentation that Melville gave here last fall on Guatemala, I 
was disappointed in the generously-naive picture that he painted 
concerning situations in his own country. All through his presentation 
(as apparent spokesman for the Nine), he gave testimony to the same 
type of desperate, ignorant "backlash" that characterized the stampede 
to George Wallace in 1968 by trying to justify an overt act of destruction 
in a Christian light - a dangerous perversion of the "politics of 
confrontation." Personally, to espouse that the action- disjointed, 
spontaneous, and falsely melodramatic- effected any real objective, 
even indirectly, is blatantly ridiculous. 
After the Denver Resistance Director's opening remarks and 
impressions, it became painfully obvious that the West Coast "sub-
Establishment" had arrived. It was all there- Dress: contemporary 
" Do your thing" (Denim work shirt, levi's, not·too-long hair 
w/mustache, and rimless glasses); Vernacular: highly disjointed and 
incoherent, interspersed and sprinkled with hip- "groovy," "heavy," 
"love " et al. - so much so that it hurt; and standard-issue, "now 
revol~tion" attitude (monstrously general and highly nihilistic.) What 
time he did spend on the actual Resistance program, its aims and its 
goals- which was about seven minutes, counting questions- he cited 
figures and facts that he was~·~ sure of_, p~atitudes he .couldn't 
substantiate, and goals that no political orgamzatwn could possibly ~ver 
achieve- in any length of time. The balance of the program was given 
over to a voluntary display of historical ignorance- i.e., a summary of 
the entire "five-thousand-year" march to the summit of hypocritical 
civilization- and a nauseating display of the ethos of frustration , or 
what Dr. Eric Berne called " psychological stroking." 
If the outrageous and unjust Selective Service System is to be felled , 
it will have to be from within- to expect that it will wither and die like 
a useless limb by ignoring it is wholly untenable ; bureaucracy does not 
work that way. Secondly, to assume that a majority of America 's 
selectables will jeopardize an entire future by r?tti.ng in prison for. 3.2 
years in smug dispassion is equally untenable- m.d1ff~rence has fa.Iled 
to jolt Louis Hershey for over three years . Rather, It Will take ~rgamzed 
and subsidized action - with the support of Establishment 
" respectables" - on a concentrated basis to get anything done- now 
or ever. Senator Frank Church (D-Idaho) , a leading Congressional dove 
and senior member of the Foreign Relations Committee, voiced this 
opinion to me last summer, and bel!loaned the fact that Senate 
subcommittees particularly concerned with SSS reform have yet to hear 
testimony from a capable and positive young spokesman on behalf of 
reform- and added that the Jerry Rubins and Mark Rudd are doing 
irreparable damage to what little intelligence a~d sanity managed to 
escape into the public forum . However ~el~-mtended t~e current 
Resistance movement is , it lacks the orgamzatwn and foresight to get 
anywhere - according to the prospect presented two weeks ago 
anyway. 
A remark made by one of those present serves to highlight t~e w~ole 
ill-fated affair: "I think that if you've got a cause you really believe 10, I 
think that you should throw off the shackles of practicality and go for it, 
really go for it! " 
Verb sap sat. 
work. However that doesn't mean everything he betrayed later. In At the Presidential Palace they 
that they had a monopoly. This is other words, he claimed for the had some problems and they 
a big mistake, In the last few rights of the people to express couldn't do anything. They almost 
years the percentage that Cuban their ideas without any limitation reached Battista but the y 
companies had was considerable. within the law. He claimed also couldn't. They were stopped and 
The sugar industry was recovered for the right of the people to work many of them killed- Moro, the 
by Cuban peo ple and Cuban in their own business, to have a leader, and many of the people. 
investors and Cuban companies good education and a lot of And then Ecevaria came back to 
rather than American companies. opportunities and respect for law the university. It was a place of 
The banking system was great and order and all these things. autonomy and the police were not 
too, very organized, very much What he has done is exactly the supposed to get in to the 
advanced with all the technical contrary. So this is the biggest university, so it was a safety place 
progress of the system. It was evidence we have against Castro, for these students. 
also in the hands of the Cuban his own expression, his own point When he came back to the 
banking institution, I mean mainly of view. University - he was almost at the 
the Cuban banking system . Question: Do you remember University on Humboldt Street-
However, there were some like specificaJJy some of the activities he was runni~g and had almost 
the Banco Canada, a Canadian that were organized in 1953, reached .th.e uruvers1ty. The pollee 
company , and some organizations particularly by Castro and his were dnvmg by -.one o.f th~se 
that were controlled by American brother, in the country, among the patro~s- and they killed him wtth 
investors. But in general I think students? machm~ guns. 
that the economy of Cuba was in Yes , throughou.t the country Qu.esho~: Were they actu~lly 
Cuban hands without any doubt, there were two btg groups. One chasmg htm or were they JUSt 
especially in the last few years. was led by Fidel Castro himself patrolling? . 
We were unfortunate because of and that is the movement of the The y probabl y sa w h 1m 
this government that we had had 26th of June and the other one was a~cidentall~. ~he way they killed 
since 1902. But in 1952 Battista the group of Havana University ~1m was. cnmmal because he ~as 
took over for the second time students . As I told you, at this mdefenstble .. He was alone or ~Ith 
through a coup d'etat, not through time Castro was already a o~e ~ore fr_Iend, an~ th~y ktlled 
free elections or democratic professional man. The students him m the middle of his tnp. 
elections but by using force , with were called the Federacion de l' Qu~sti~m; What city in Cuba did 
some contacts through the Un i vers i te - the Student you hve 10. . . 
military groups and the armed University Federation- and the . I was born m Havana ~utI liv~d 
forces. This is the way he took leader of this group was a cevaria m ~he l~st twenty years m Ho~gum 
over on March 10, 1952. Since ·-name. W~tch IS very close to the Sierra 
Battista took over in 1952, the This man was killed by the C:nstal where Raul Castro se~tled 
whole country refused the police close to the university. He With the se~ond front after Fidel 
situation. He had behind him, was hunted and killed in a gun left the S1~rra Maestra front. 
backing him, only those good battle. Fidel planned that day ~verybody m ~uba , everybOdy -
friends who usually take March 13, 1957, Castro was in the nch people, middle-class people, 
advantage of this abnormal semereista by this time, and p~r p~ople- everybody became 
situation. They took advantage to Ecevaria was a leader of the F 1 de II s t a be c ~us~ we had 
fill their pockets with money underground movement , Castro tremendous hope m Fidel Castro. 
coming from the people and was already in the Sierra Maes- !Je always showed a lot of g~d 
taxation. tra . After Castro was tried he was Ideas about wh~t we should do m 
Most people refused, and as you condemned to spend six years in our co.unt~y tn order to put 
know in all our countries one of jail but he got the p:1rdon of the everythmg m order, to end the 
the ~ost important factors in governor after two years in jail. corruption. . 
society is the student. And in Cuba After this he left the country and We thought that Fidel c.ast~o 
the student has p 1 aye d a went to Mexico. In Mexico, he was the man to put every~hmg m 
particular role in the political organized the invasion of the order so we foll?wed him . All 
history and development of our country with a group. In this group people, ~veryone m the c~ntry , 
country. As a matter of fact , Grau the most important figure was helped him to go ahead With his 
San Martin and Prio Socarras , Che Guevara. plans. . . 
former presidents of Cuba , Question: In his early years in ~ue~t10n:. Many Amencans 
formed their ideas at the national the Sierra Maestra, who do you thmk tt cunous that the State 
university. These students refused think was the largest supplier of De P.a r t me~ t suPPorted the 
absolutely Battista and the coup funds and arms? Battista regime and then turned 
d'etat. Well , I would say that the two aro~nd and supported the Castro 
One of the leaders in the main sources were inside the regtme . . 
university at this time was country , many people buying Well_, It seems to me that t~e 
precisely Fidel Castro. Castro them from the Battista quarters Amencan government was m 
was a recently graduated lawyer and those sympathetic with his some way or ano~her a supp?rter 
in 1952 . He was a graduated forces . Many of the army forces of th~ Castro reg1~e . There IS no 
student, he had received his were also revolutionaries and they questiOn abo~t th~s . because they 
degree before. He protested very helped the group. stopped their military help to 
emphatically_ he was one of the But the main most important Battista. That was a way to help 
most important people protesting supplier was the UnitedStates. As Castro . In o!~er wor~s. Cuba 
this coup of Battista. He became a you know, we organized here in al~~ys had military advisors and 
leader of the opposition. the United States the movement m1li~ary support , I mea.n the 
Then, after that, in 1953, he got a of the 26th of July in exile- 26 de Battista g?vernment. The~ m 1958 
f f · d _ oun men 1·u11·o en el exilio the Amen cans stopped 1t, they group o r~en s Y g ' · didn't give any more help to the 
students , his brother Raul , and The main goal of this group here Battista government. 
others ,. ~nd they attacked one of in the United States was to To me, I think that they were 
the military headquarters . That accumulate money and get l ost convinced that when the 
was the famous attack on the weapons and send these things to a m 
Cuartel Moncada. This happened Cuba, and all types of help- people, w~en the populace of a 
July 26 1953. From this date came material for the hospital that they country, WI~h the percentage that 
the n~me of the movement were setting up in the mountains , ContiMued on Page 7 
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Discussion Questions Pornography., Crime Rate Relation 
By TIM HART 
Brown and Gold Staff Writer 
"The Legal Aspects of Pornography" was the topic of a panel 
discussion in the Science Amphitheater last Tuesday evening. Sponsored 
by the Denver Club, the panel featured Mrs. Don Harvey of the Citizens 
for Constitutional Protection; Mr. Earl Hauk, Denver Attorney and 
spokesman against current Colorado anti-pornography legislation; Mr. 
Charles Onofrio, Denver Attorney and representative of Denver's 
"Clean Law" groups; Fr. Thomas Steele, S. J., Instructor in English at 
Regis; and Tim Hart, former Editor of the Brown and Gold and Vice-
President of the Student Senate. 
no anti-pornography legislation, 
has 53 pet. fewer sex crimes t~an 
the United States, proportion-
ately; so I can see no relation-
ship between the sale of por-
nography and the rising crime 
rate. As far as movies in Denver 
go, I would rather take my kids to 
see Romeo and Juliet or to the 
Victory Theater than to see John 
Wayne in the Green Berets; I 
would rather explain to them why 
human beings copulate than why 
human beings kill." 
The discussion was highlighted 
by a presentation of personal 
remarks by each of the panelists. 
Walker and Onofrio centered their 
presentations around the 
relationship between rising crime 
rates and pornography sales; 
"legislation to prevent the sale of 
pornographic material in the state 
of Colorado is admittedly not the 
best road to take, but something 
needs to be done to keep crime in 
check," Walker said. "I find it 
increasingly difficult to find a 
decent movie to take my children 
to in Denver," Onofrio remarked. 
Fr. Steele, speaking on "Art of 
Pornography and Literature," felt 
that it was necessary to object 
when "big government" began to 
infringe upon individual rights. 
"In the instance of Joyce's 
Ulysses - he was persecuted in 
his own time for what is now 
considered art; who is going to 
pay him back for all the money he 
didn't make?" he said. 
Hauk, in rebut to Walker and 
Onofrio, said that the attempted 
parallel between rising crime and 
the sale of pornography was 
"unrealistic, and about as sensible 
as the relationship of marijuana 
use to hard narcotic addiction." 
Mrs . Harvey - in giving a 
critique of SB 59 and HB 1043, 
current Colorado pornography 
control proposals- said that "the 
logic used against pornography is 
built around the Roth decision of 
the U.S. Supreme Court, which is 
no longer the standard; in their 
last two decisions, they have 
applied the opinion they gave in 
the Redrup decision - which is 
entirely different." 
Speaking after Dr. Steele, Hart 
said: "In regard to what Mr. 
Walker . said - Sweden, who has 
Gary Conte, Denver Club 
President also announced that 
The Silencers, starring Dean 
Martin as Matt Helm, will be 
presented in the Science Amphi-
theater Monday, March 31, at 8:00 
p.m. All students are invited to 
attend. 
DEL TS TAKE IN SIXTEEN, 
PLAN PICNIC FOR ORPHANS 
By BOB McCORMICK 
Brown and Gold Reporter 
Freshmen co-captains Dave 
Sondag and Ron Maio head the list 
of sixteen pledges soon to become 
actives in Alpha Delta Gamma 
Fraternity. Saturday, March 22 
marked the end of the pledging 
period for the 1969 spring pledge 
class, culminating with "hell 
day.'' The following freshmen 
have successfully completed the 
eight-week initiation period and 
should merit congratulations: 
Dennis Bennet, Albert Brown, 
Stanley Burke, Gil Caringella, 
Nels Iverson, Ronald Maio, Terry 
McCormick, Thomas Niccoli, 
John Pitko, Thomas Ritter, 
Thomas Schnabel, Richard 
Schneider, David Sondag, Brian 
Trauscht and Michael Whitten. 
At the annual Spring Honors 
Convocation held on St. Patrick's 
Day, the John Gleason Memorial 
Award was presented to senior 
Richard Schraeder. Rich was co-
captain of this year's varsity 
basketball team. The award, 
sponsored by Alpha Delta 
Gamma, is given to the Regis 
senior voted the most outstanding 
athlete of the year. ADG actives 
vote to determine the winner of Group Formed by S.tudents ~l~s~tvoe~fdc~~~~~·afi~~~is~l~~~ 
Delta Gamma provided ushers, 
to Promote German Culture with ~;>ledges serving in this capac1ty, who served at the 
By BETTY LOSINSKI 
Brown and Gold Reporter 
Feeling the need to promote 
German culture, a group of 
German students, led by Dennis 
Clarke and aided by Mrs. von 
Glinski, have founded the Regis 
German Club. The new club which 
has been granted a probationary 
charter in the General Assembly, 
has been formed to promote on 
this campus a better and deeper 
understanding of the total German 
culture. 
The club's officers are : Steve 
Gr out, President ; Bill Walsh, 
Vice-President; Dennis Clark , 
Secretary; and Bob Kubicki, 
Treasurer . The club is moderated 
by Mrs. von Glinski. 
The first project of the 
organization was a well attended 
program on Berlin, held in the 
Science Amphitheater on March 
13. The film, obtained from the 
German Consulate of Denver and 
entitled Berlin 1945-1964, covered 
the political and social situation of 
post-war Berlin. 
After the film, a discussion 
period was held with Mr. Reitzig 
and Mr. Auerbach, guest speakers 
from the Goethe Club of Denver. 
Reitzig and Auerbach answered 
questions and clarified aspects of 
Berlin's present situation. The 
project proved to be both 
PXE Banquet 
To Initiate Six 
By MARY HAERR 
Brown and Gold Reporter 
The Annual Spring Banquet of 
Rho Chi Sigma is scheduled to be 
held at the Golden Ox Restaurant 
on April 18. It is at this special 
spring highlight that Tony 
Applehans, Dave Bannon, Jim 
Dailey, Jerry Kruse, Steve Miller, 
and Joe Wenger, the six new 
actives, will be formally initiated. 
The fraternity is also planning a 
spring woodsie for May 3. 
Dominick Bausano was recently 
appointed the new General 
Assembly representative by the 
Brothers. 
interesting and informative. 
On March 26, Steve Grout, 
Virgil Knackstedt and Mrs. vori 
Glinski sat in on a discussion at a 
meeting of the Goethe Club at the 
invitation of Reitzig. 
According to Grout, the campus 
can "look forward to many 
worthwhile activities" sponsored 
by the club. With a present 
involvement of approximately 
thirty-five members, the club is, 
according to Grout, inviting 
"anyone interested in propagating 
the German language, history and 
culture" to join. 
Honors Banquet two nights earlier 
and received a letter of 
- commendation for their efforts. 
The Delts are tentatively 
planning a spring picnic for 
children from the surrounding 
orphanages · with all ADG 
members participating. Definite 
details have yet to be set. 
Sports-wise, ADG, fresh from 
capturing the intramural 
basketball championship , is 
eyeing the softball title, as voiced 
in the words nf President Mike 
Trauscht, "we expect to field a 
good team this year and to be a 
strong contender.' ' 
Station Elects Officers 
For Managing Positions 
By PETER HOLTZ 
Brown and Gold Reporter 
Thirty-four people attended the Radio Club meeting held on March 
26 in the Student Center. The meeting was very important as the 
managerial diagram, the election of officials, and the genera~ clearing 
up of preliminary yet necessary steps needed for the runmng of an 
organization were co~plete_d . hold the positions of Program 
Elected _as M~nagmg Dlr~~tor · Director , Technical Director 
of the station, Without opposlt~on , Advertising Manager, and Head of 
was ~ndy Stucker . He Will , Accounting and Business. One of ac~ordmg to procedure, ~old _the these officers will also be 
off1ce fo_r one ye_ar, at whl~h time Assistant Director 
the Ass1stan~ director Will take A Faculty Board. has been set up 
ove~ automatically. . which will be the voice f •h 
Nme men were nommated for f 1 . 
0 
• e 
th B d f D. t The acu ty, especially those who have e oar o 1rec ors. d · · 
. B b St Bill expresse mterest m the new 
nommees w~re .o eger, . station. . 
Strempel,_ Bill Witchger, De~ms Lyle McElhany and Steve 
~telly, :aike Jog~~e J~~~a~r~~d Treinen, t~o students involved in 
eve . ams, the techmcal aspects of the 
Pat Bams. From these names f?ur station, have all the parts for the 
were selected to work. With transmitters on campus and 
Stucker for the year. The wm~ers students will be assembling th 
were Steve Adams , Pat Bams , . h ese 
. K ll d Bill Witchger. m t e next two ~r thr~e weeks. Denms ~ y, an Tne three ma1a p1 eces of 
Accordmg to the plans dra~n equipment yet to be acquired are 
up, the Board of Dlrect~rs w~ll the control panel turn tables and 
consist of nine ~tuden~s . Five will the microphones.' ' 
be the Managmg Director and The broadcasting will be done 
those who W<?n seats on t~e Board, on a carrier current system. A 
and fo_ur Will ~e appomted by radio will pick up the waves when 
th_ese f1ve. The first group <?f fo~~ it is plugged into the socket and 
will_ be selecte~ at a meetmg turned to a specific frequenc . Ap~il 15, th~ first Tuesday after Transistor radios will be able lo 
sprmg vacation.. . . . pick up the signals if they are in or 
The four appomted officials Will very near to the dorms. 
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EXEC BOARD NOTES 
Off ce improvement was the first course of action of the Execu-
tive B;ard this year. We felt that if the Student Government was to 
run smoothly, certain basic changes had to ~e made. A letter was 
sent to Mr. Ray Regner asking for several 1mprov~ments, and all 
of those were granted. A new ditto room ha~ _been b~1lt, we have ac-
quired a new portable typing table, new flhng cabmets have been 
ordered, and the office will soon take on a new_ color- taw~y yellow. 
we asked for these in the hope that the Executive Board Off1ce would 
become something that the entire s~hool coul? be proud of. 
To Manning, Director of Social Relations, has. been verr, bu~y 
planning the festivities for Ranger Day. He prom~ses that. 1t Will 
be "a glorious and festive occasion." Several surpnses are m store 
this year, including Ranger Day '69 buttons. . . 
The General Assembly has approved the standmg committees 
for our 1969-70 term of office. They-are: 
FACULTY -ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEES 
Graduate Studies 
Library 
Alumni 
Teachers' education 
Athletic 
Research 
Health 
Admissions 
Lecture 
Educational Policies 
Student Life 
Planning Board 
Food 
Scholarship and Student Aid 
'f'S ,.,. . 
BOARD OF JUDICIAL REVIEW 
Gerald A. Carpenter, Chairman 
Kathleen A. Hackett 
WilliamJ. Walsh 
Richard F. Farrar 
Blay Schoenherr 
ORGANIZATIONAL REVIEW 
Tim Hart, Chairman 
Jim Starkey 
Dave Unland 
Paul Fleming 
Rick Carter 
Dick Peters 
Terry Culhane 
John Lamb 
R. S. Brockway 
SOCIAL COMMITTEE 
Tom Manning, Chairman 
Bill Witchger 
Paul Fleming 
Mark O'Brien 
Joe Branconi 
Randy Simon 
Mike Tynan 
Farrell Browne 
Jim Grisier 
Don Rein 
COLLEGE RELATIONS 
Jack Close, Chairman 
Gerry Carpenter 
Bob Weber 
Gary Conte 
Jerry Krois 
DonGury 
Charles Weller 
Fr. Frank Malecek, S.J. 
Bill Matt 
Mike Chapla 
Thomas L. Chavez _ · 1q ..... ,., 
Michael C. Johnston 
Steven N. Beardsley 
Bruce Powdrill 
Virgil E. Knackstedt 
Frederick L. Simon 
Kelly M. Fisher , 
Willi<hn J. Witchg~r 
Mark T. Angelos 
·Randall W. Roth 
Stephen R. Grout 
Jack McCullough 
Stephen_IJ. Qr~ut "" ''', .. :. ·•. "'.,,.;:: 
FINANCE COMMITTEE 
John Krettek, Chairman 
Bili Witchger 
John Barzizza 
Dan Fehringer 
John Lamb 
AlBrown 
COMMUNITY RELATIONS 
Rick Garrity, Chairman 
Joe Carroll 
John Conway 
Art Kazmerczak 
SteveBaum 
Paul Fleming 
Mr. Phil Gauthier 
Mr. Dennis Gallagher 
Fr. Thomas Rouch, S.J. 
ELECTION BOARD 
.. , 
Mike Donnelly, Chairman 
Virgil Knackstedt 
Bob Weber 
Paul Fleming 
Mike Nygren 
TomJezo 
CLERK- Bert Gurule' 
PARLIAMENTARIAN - Tom 
Jezo 
I talked to Mr. Phil Flanigan about the registration procedure for 
next year. It will be the simplest and most thorough system that 
we have ever been subjected to at Regis College. The procedure 
will be sent to the students with their final grades at the end of the 
semester. 
A letter was sent to the faculty and administration offering 
the services of the students to them for such tasks as babysitting, 
moving, and anything else that needed our help. The response has 
been great. Right now several students have voluntered to do work 
for Mr. Turner of the Math Department and Dr. Fehrenbach of the 
Psychology department. It is our hope that students as well as 
faculty will take advantage of this service so that Regis will become 
"one Family. " 
The reg~lar meetings of the General Assembly will be held 
on Sunday rughts at 7:30. Tim Hart is now in the process of working 
out a schedule for the remainder of the Semester. The next scheduled 
meeting is for April20. 
In closing I would again like to urge you to use your student 
governme~t. If you have any complaints, see us and we .will try and 
do something to rectify the situation. 
Jack Close, Director · 
College Relations 
STUDENT SENATE 
Flanigan Reports Applications Up 
Continued from Page J 
reserving space in the dorm for 
next year. There remains 
approximately fifteen spaces for 
the other fifty-four women. 
The percentage of acceptances 
from applications is much smaller 
this year when compared with last 
year. Mr. Flanigan noted, 
however, that the large 
discrepancy was due to the fact 
that a much larger number of 
academically poor applications 
have been received this year. 
B&G Photo by Shumaker 
ACTIVITY ON THE FIELD ... 
is apparent as the Baseball Team practices for their forty-
six game season. The team is relying on a number of transfer 
students to produce Regis' first winning record, and chances 
are better than ~vertha_Hhis will be the year they do it. 
Slowed by Storm 
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Split with Mines, 2-2 
Baseball Prospects Best In Years 
By CRAIG CHERNICK 
Brown and Gold Sports Writer 
Although spring is upon us, it doesn't mean catching rays on the 
Regis Riviera or woodsies in the mountains for si~teen devoted men. 
Baseball in past years at Regis has produced neither a winner nor much 
excitement, but this year the team has every quafification to provide 
both. from the N.A.I.A. Champion New 
OPTIMISM Mexico Highlands team where he 
Head baseball coach Joe wasastartingpitcher. 
Pignatiello seems confident in the Regis has played four games 
team's fortunes this semester. to date, splitting a series with 
The team is strong at every Mines for a 2-2 record and a 1-1 
position, both defensively and Rocky Mountain Athletic Con-
offensively. Pignatiello notes that ference count. March 21 was 
pitching will decide the fate of the the home opener against Mines. 
year's team. At this time Regis swept the 
Heading the mound staff are double-header 7-3 and 4-3 . Tim 
Chuck Kolasinski, Tim Jarvi and Jarvi's mound performance was 
Dave Broach. Dipping into junior spectacular, and Chuck 
college ranks, Pigna tiello Kolasinski's six strikeouts paved 
acquired Tim Jarvi. His .96 the way for the sweep of the 
E.R.A. led his Fling Junior twinbill. 
College Team to fourth place in Travelling to Mines for a return 
the National Juco Tournament match. the Ranch was dumped in 
last year. Chuck Kolasinski comes both games by scores of 12-6 and 4-
Moe Drabobsky. 
. DIAMON-D SPARKLES 
Spanning the entire diamond, 
the team is defensively set with 
Mike Brisnehan patrolling third, 
John Caruso at short, Ken Christy 
covering second base, and Paul 
"Klunkhead" Drinkhahn at first. 
Securing the outfield positions are 
Larry Iwerson, Dave Broach and 
Sandy Albrecht. The hardest 
position in baseball is ably 
handled by defensive-minded 
Mike Langdon. 
Intramural ~ki Meet Shows Surprises 
3. After Mines' seven run first 
inning, the only bright spot was 
the relief pitching of Bob 
Langfield who could be Regis' new 
Past records show that Regis 
baseball has produced a miserable 
sixteen Wins and ninety-eight 
losses. This could be the year 
Regis baseball fortunes change. 
The forty-six game schedule will 
be the busiest in the history of the 
team, and Coach Pignatiello has 
high hopes for his squad. "We will 
be facing the toughest baseball 
schedule in the school's history. 
If the pitching holds up, we will 
be tough." 
The Regis College· Intramurill 
Skiing Tournament opened race 
day with a blinding snow storm up 
at Breckenridge Ski Area, Sun. 
March 23. The storm, however, 
could not keep th~ Regj~ Teams. 
from racing; ten teams showed up 
for the event. Due .to the adverse 
conditions, the race began 
promptly at 1 p.m., two hours 
after the scheduled race time; 
with the race also cut down to one 
run per contestant. 
"Spike" Martin, (Krank "A"), 
led off; crashing through the gates 
in a blinding fury, posting the 
fastest time of the day, 39.7. 
Frank O'Neill, (Case), had a very 
fast and smooth run of 44.5, with 
Dave Banno!l, his fellow teamate, 
posting a 45.0 frat, a close third. 
As the race progressed, several 
of the pre-race favorites were 
either disqualified or fell going 
through the gates. In an almost 
unbelievable run, Rob Lawlor, 
(Krank "A"), after falling twice, 
was able to regain his form and 
Ruggers Faii37-0 to 
Formidable Mines Club 
By SKITCH WISE 
Brown and Gold Sports Writer 
The Regis Ruggers faced a 
formidable Mines team last 
Saturday at Golden. Seeing the 
game would have brought forth 
prodigious portions of praise for 
Mines even from Regis partisans. 
In praising Mines it would be 
easy to overlook the performance 
of the Green and Gold. Mines had 
all the traits necessary for 
winning rugby games, whereas 
Regis was used to seeing only one 
or two of those traits at a time in a 
single team. 
Mines was probably the first 
team the I.R.A. has faced that 
uses plays consistently to its own 
advantage. A fair percentage of 
the Black and White's tries were 
gained by proper deployment of 
offensive backs combined with 
faking maneuvers that went off 
like clockwork. 
The Mines backfield didn't 
accidentally happen to be at the 
right place at the right time; their 
movements were planned and 
precisely executed . In the pre-
game warmup the backfield of the 
Miners was seen practicing 
behind-the-back passes to a man 
running laterally. During the 
game a back might throw a ball 
behind and over his head without 
looking to see if one of his own 
backs was behind him. 
The entire Mines team, big and 
small, had a tremendous desire to 
score, as the final score of 37-0 
later witnessed. Regis was 
outweighed at many positions, but 
it was the aggressiveness and 
organization displayed by the 
Miners that won them the game. 
Mines' running, passing, tackling, 
and overall offensive ability was 
fantastic. Their aggression 
seemed to be contagious and 
Regis tightened its defense 
considerably in the last half of the 
final period. 
Regis then began to win its fair 
share of the serums, although line-
outs remained a problem 
throughout the duration of the 
game. A Mines drive in the closing 
seconds of the game was stopped 
inside the Regis goal line. Al 
Flannigan wrestled the ball from 
the hands of the Miners before he 
was able to touch it to the field for 
a try. 
The game was a learning 
experience for the entire I.R.A. 
Rugby Club . It should have 
provided much valuable 
experience for the two games to 
be played next weekend . 
SONGSTERS PLAN CHANGES 
TO IMPROVE SINGING, SPIRIT 
By KEVIN BARRY 
Brown and Gold Reporter 
The Regisongsters have come a 
long way in the last few years: 
from five to •twenty-five mem-
bers; from a few performances to 
nearly fifteen concerts this se-
mester. 
They've lost in only one way, 
for the spirit of those first five 
has not survived, and while the 
singing gets better, the dedica-
tion grows weaker. 
The new officers with the co-
operation of Director G. Mars-
ton Haddock, hope to improve 
both song an9 spirit in the fu-
ture. These men are as follows: 
President . . .. . .. . .. Bill Strempel 
Vice-President . ... Foss Farrar 
Secretary .. .. .. . ... Kevin Barry 
Treasurer .. . ...... Rick Carter 
Librarian .. . .... Gene Korpalski 
Steps have already been taken 
to increase the number of rehear-
sals, add more contemporary 
songs to the repertoire, and make 
admission to the Songsters a lit-
tle more stringent. 
Though a concrete program 
cannot be put into practice un-
til next semester, the effects of 
a new spirit · were felt in con-
certs on March 20 and ~arch 23 
at Seton School of Nursing in 
Colorado S p r i n g s, and at 
K n i g h t s of Columbus Hall in 
Brighton. 
Last Friday the Songsters sang 
at the Institute for the Blind in 
Denver. Among future concerts 
is a requested return to St. An-
thony's School of Nursing and a 
tentative Spring Concert, here 
at the Ranch. 
post a 52.9, which gave him the 
11th best time. --rhe "Case" was 
also hampered by misfortune. 
Steve Nilsen, a very strong 
favorite, fell while skating 
through the flats in a valiant effort 
to beat Martin. AKY's strong 
contender, Fred Delzell, posted a 
swift 46.5, but was later 
disqualified for missing a gate. 
John Moran, ("The Freshmen"), 
shared the same misfortune as 
Delzell, with a time of 46.4. 
When the last racer of the day 
passed through the course, the 
"Krank A", led by Spike Martin, 
let up a triumphant roar of 
victory. The official results were: 
1st, "Krank A", 47.1 average, 2nd, 
"The Team", 51.2 average, 3rd, 
"Eternal ·stone", 53.3 average, 
4th, AKY, 56.3 average, 5th 
"Freshmen", 58.4 average. 
Hope for Improvement 
Skiers End 
By JOE WENGER 
Brown and Gold Reporter 
The 1968-69 ski team season 
ended earlier this month at 
Steamboat Springs. 
At the champions-hips, Regis 
finished with an overall fifth place 
for the year. In the morning, there 
was a downhill course which was 
classified as giant slalom, 
because the required preliminary 
"non-stop'-' run was not fit into the 
schedule. 
In the season's only downhill 
race, George Petritz took a !linth, 
Pat Bains finished with a tle for 
twelfth, and Rob Bryans skied for 
a twentieth. With 41 points, Regis 
came in with a team placement of 
third. 
Later that day in the men's 
slalom race, our skiers- Petritz, 
Bryans, and Beaulieu took fourth, 
eleventh, and twenty-eighth 
respectively, which gave us 43 
points and a tie for fifth place in 
that event. 
So ended the season in which we 
took fifth. Our place is not the 
most important aspect. There 
were terrific improvements 
which, if retained, will give us a 
great team next year. None of our 
skiers are graduating this year. 
Of course, Petritz did 
consistently well - usually in the 
top ten of racers. But t~e 
improvements showed greatly m 
Rob Bryans and Bobo Beaulieu. 
These two freshmen started out 
green, and consistently came in 
with a place in the top twenty or 
so. Pat Bains was up and down 
this year. Pat has the ability, but 
was plagued by simple mistakes 
and misfortune, but he often 
placed high enough to hold the 
team up. 
Marc Hollerbach usually had a 
severe case of the "psyche outs," 
which is very common in a good 
racer, but just doesn't allow him 
to win. We sure hope that the cure 
is discovered before next fall. Tim 
O'Neill did well while he could, 
REGIS COLLEGE BA'ITING STATISTICS 
BA'ITING 
NAME AB R H IB 2B 3B HR RBI Overall 
Caruso, John 17 5 9 7 0 2 0 9 .529 .500 
Iwerson, Larry 4 0 2 2 0 0 0 1 .500 .500 
Kolasinski, Chuck 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 .500 .000 
Christy, Ken 11 3 4 4 0 0 0 0 .363 .428 
Brisnehan, Mike 11 5 4 3 0 1 0 0 .363 .400 
Broach, Dave 14 1 5 3 0 2 0 5 .357 .375 
Langdon, Mike 10 1 3 3 0 0 0 3 .300 .142 
Drinkhahn, Paul 16 3 4 4 0 1 0 0 .250 .000 
Jarvi, Tim 14 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 .142 .000 
Albrecht, Sandy 17 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 .117 .111 
Nihill, Jack 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 
Quintana, Stan 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 
Sawyer, John 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 
Langfield, Bob· 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 .000 
PITCHING STATISTICS 
CONFERENCE 
Name IP so BB HB WP R ER ERA ERA 
Kolasinski, Chuck 7 6 5 0 1 4 2 2.56 
Jarvi, Tim 9 6 0 0 0 3 3 3.00 3.00 
Broach, Dave 1 0 3 0 0 7 0 0.00 
0.00 
4 4 0 0 5 3 3.85 3.85 
. Langfield. Bob 7 
Sawyer, John 4-1/3 1 5 0 2 4 2 4.18 
Quintana, Stan 1-2/3 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
Season In Fifth Place 
but finally , he had to quit because 
his back still bothered him from 
an injury. 
Three freshmen, Pat Hall, 
Brian Thuringer, and Bob Peplin 
all started late, but all three have 
the potential to compete in the 
open seat left by Tim. 
We did well this year, but we 
have the ability to do very much 
better next year. Finally, our new 
coach, Mr. Tim Donovan, is to be 
congratulated for the progress he 
made in his first year as our ski 
coach. 
B&G Photo by Shumaker 
PRACTICE AND PATIENCE ... 
... seem to be the guideline for the Regis Golf Team as t~ey 
begin a new season that will stretch !nto June. The team _sp1nt 
is exemplified as John Lamb gives J1m Cramer a few pomters 
on improving his swing. 
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CLEF PALATE • 
* 
* * 
Students Rebut Johnsen's ''Hairy" Column 
, 
* 
Birth and Death 
* * With CLARENCE JOHNSEN 
In looking over the recent list of record albums to flood the market, 
I began to wonder why it is true that the recording industry has taken a 
recent drop in its sales. From what I could see, at least a few pieces of 
original material have hit the market of late, but perhaps they are too 
few in number to make a significant rise in industry sales. 
The three albums that caught my eye could be classified as two 
musical births taking the place of one musical death. In other words , 
"Three Dog Night", "Led Zeppelin", and "Goodbye Cream" all seem to 
have been released in conjunction with one another. 
Since early last summer, there has been serious talk concerning the 
disbanding of Cream. The question "Why?" was easily answered by 
saying that each of the group's three members wanted to pursue his own 
field of musical endeavor. The paragon of blues bands produced two 
albums before their double album, "Wheels of Fire" , which climaxed 
the group's musicality early last summer. Unfortunately, the climax 
was slightly deadened by the latest , " Goodbye Cream" . The six cuts of 
the album (three of them live and three in the recording studio) are 
definitely in the previous Cream tradition; pure and heav~ blues 
interspersed with rock each of the group's members pursumg the 
musical originality that makes him great in his own field . However, 
their independence from each other may have been carried to an 
extreme in the "live" cuts of the album in that, although the sounds are 
each well-done by themselves, they sometimes drift completely apart 
from each other and even lose some of the musical coherency that is so 
essential for enjoyment of Cream's music . The " in studio" cuts, 
however, are new, original, well-performed, and have better-than-
average lyrics. These· factors, then, seem to outweigh any poor points 
that the album, as a whole, may have, making it a generally good, but 
premature, "Goodbye Cream." 
Late last year, an album was released called "Led Zeppelin:" The 
group (of the same name) immediately began to be talked about in 
popular music circles across the nation. Hearing nothing but praise for 
the Led Zeppelin, I decided to find out what it was all for. To say the 
least, I was impressed by the musical efforts of the Zeppelin. On the 
other hand, this may also be saying the most. It is true that the group 
proved to be comprised of knowledgeable and talented musicians, but 
the group's originality generally seemed to be somewhat limited. The 
sounds of Janis Joplin and Big Brother and the Holding Company were 
obviously influential in the sound of the Zeppelin, and pure and simple 
blues complemented by hard rock seems to be the group's area of 
specialization. The group's blues sound is definitely good imd well-
performed, but this does not alter the fact that the sound does lack 
individual distinction and real originality. 
Not long ago, a new group called the Three Dog Night released their 
first album, "Three Dog Night." Although there was not anything 
particularly spectacular or outstanding about the album, I was pleased 
(and surprised) at the well-rounded and well-polished sound of the new 
group. Comprised of drums, electric bass, and lead guitar (with an 
occasional nimble organ or piano) , the group puts out a rock-to-blues 
sound that seems well-advanced for its short recording history. Vocal 
dexterity as well as good musicianship add a great deal to the overall 
sound of the Three Dog Night. 
Some music critics say that nearly every musical sound possible 
has already been exhausted. However. the birth of more original-
sounding groups will, in the near future, prove them wrong. 
yankees 
• II 
Continued from Page 2 
productions might possibly be 
replaced by more modern and 
meaningful plays. 
You say that Hair has no plot. 
Even though you didn't see the 
play, you are correct, but what 
difference does this make? The 
plot is the least important aspect 
of a production anyway. Two for 
the Road and Petulia had the most 
simplistic and unoriginal plots yet 
the directors were able to 
overcome this by manipulating 
the time element and making the 
meaning of the stories dominant 
to the story itself. 
So what is the meaning of Hair? 
I think it was meant to be a spoof 
on society from the hippie point of 
view but it is only partly 
successful in this attempt. 
Unintentionally, it turned out to be 
a spoof on hippie society. The 
things Clarence complained about 
are the things that people dislike 
about hippies. Of course the play 
" shocks" the middle-aged viewer, 
but this is what some young people 
think they have to do. The players 
sing " crude, satirical songs" but 
again, there are some who think 
that obscenity and satire are 
effective ways to rid society of its 
faults. It's easy to see that the 
actors " generally shoot-off their 
b i g coll ect ive mouth about 
. everything that, in their very 
small collective mind, they don't 
like ," but this intolerance is 
characteristic of many young 
people- hippies or whatever you 
want to call them. I'll have to 
disagree with Clive Barnes : the 
show might not be "sweet" and 
" subtle , " but it at least is 
"fresh," "new" and "sheer fun." 
I think another important point 
missed in judging the music is the 
parody on modern songs. "Happy 
Birthday, Abie Baby'' is 
reminiscent of a song from the 
'50's which I've been trying to 
recall since I first saw the play. 
"Three Five Zero Zero" is 
brilliant in the way it makes fun of 
prejudice while incorporating 
gospel music. "Air," with its 
simple melody, whining voice and 
Monkee-style lyrics, is another 
successful stab at the quality of 
the music of the teenybop set. At 
by io fitzgerald 
The windy October afternoon was not Casey 
Stengel's idea of a perfect time for baseball. It had 
been a long hot summer, the Indians and Tigers had 
pestered his crew, but with the turn of August into 
September, the unquestionable pennant was their~. 
"Okay, warm up, let 's go, Larsen, you re 
starting ; to the bullpen, fielders, yqu jog!!! I want 
the infield to pepper with Bauer on the bat, let's go, 
men this is what we've been waiting for ." 
;,Where do you want me, coach?" 
"Don't call me coach, Billy, get the hell out with 
the fielders." 
"Okay, coach." 
"Once more, and you don't go at all, hear me 
boy? Git!" 
The stands were filling , the station wagon 
families bundled and hoping. Those pigeons that 
had sat there since last May. 
.. . mean while . .. 
The greatest of the great, the Chu~ch 
theologians, the orthodox and the un, the Russian, 
the European, the radical young Jesuits, the somber 
old Benedictine Monks, the prosperous pastor and 
the rough-hewed brothers, were kneeling beneath 
the stands of Yankee Stadium. The room tensed and 
all anxiously awaited the final arrival, the final 
words, those innate initiatives sprung forth, by one 
and 0nly one, those premeditated v~rses from the 
leader, coach, their common loved one, the stamper-
out-of-illogicality: St. Thomas Aquinas. 
He entered the locker room very 
unintentionally, clapped his hands a few times, not 
bothering to focus on any. 
"I want each and every one of you, you my holy 
brothers of the Church, to realize what we today as a 
group are going up against. The New York Yankees 
are tough! Yea, they're really tough! But I'll have 
to tell you all one damn thing, and that is simply 
this : we're a hell of a lot tougher, damn it. We're 
tougher!" 
With this final breath, he somewhat stepped 
back while the others in the room cheered wildly, 
without control, and did not subside until he had 
stepped out attempting to interject more of the 
same. 
"And I'll tell you one thing, today, October 7, 
1955, we're going to show 40 ,000 cheering New 
Yorkers just what we all are made out of and bang, 
slam, hit and cram, until those damn Yankees don't 
know what hit 'em! Am I right?" 
The excitement grew once again, growing and 
spreading even to a greater degree than previously. 
The monks had flipped back their hoods and sat 
chattering wildly to each other. Pandemonium 
spread to all, and the spirit was of such high 
echelons, for one to control these spirits seemed 
impossible. 
After musing this joyous scene, St. Thomas 
stepped back to the podium, assigned certain 
positions to each, assuring everyone that all would 
play, that all would be able to exhibit his ability, his 
ideas, his promulgations. Game time approached, 
the teams spread out on the field, nine times each. 
Stengel had cared for the second flip at home plate, 
in which Aquinas had insisted upon. He said the 
umpire had flipped wrong. 
The flip, the game, the following three, the 
pitches, the catches, the hits and runs were all 
Yankeed, Aquinas and his boys had lost. Wait till 
next year, they play every year, win or lose, you see. 
sarcasm, in setting forth the air 
pollution oroblem. 
Clarence said "If Hair had a 
real message, I must have missed 
it." Well, Clarence, Hair had no 
"real" message, and . this very 
sarcastic, shocking, diffuse and 
Dear Editor: 
disunified, but because it shows 
how these things exist in our 
society, both in the "hippie" and 
"straig~t" sub_-cultures, it says 
somethmg that 1s worthwhile. 
NAME WITHHELD AT 
AUTHOR'S REQUEST 
Brown and Gold, this is an answer to your article written by 
Clarence Johnsen, "Hair"- Cut, and recently published. It is · 
directed to anyone who read this article, agrees with the writer 
and has never seen the Broadway production of "Hair." ' 
I'd like to start out by saying 
that, you are making some 
awfully incri,minating accusa-
tions and assumptions about a 
musical play - you , obviously, 
don' t even know the purpose or 
the theme. Don' t you agree? J:his 
is only multiplied by the fact that 
you have never seen the play. 
I, personally, have seen the 
Broadway production of " Hair" 
and I might add , I enjoyed it 
immensely! It isn' t the type of 
play a " first grade primer" can 
express, or one in which a first 
grader could understand. And 
I must correct you on the fact 
that it doesn't involve a "bunch 
of dropouts, freaks , pot-heads, 
and acid-heads. ' ' If you so honor-
ably disagree with the so called 
"four-letter" world vocabulary, 
I think you should close your" ears 
to the language on your own cam-
pus and throughout today's 
society. · 
Clive Barnes of the New York 
Times gave the show quite a 
commendation, right. If you'll 
notice he gave the play this com-
mendation after seeing the play, 
NOT before, thus being open-
minded in the fact that he didn't judge it only by the music! I'll 
THE MOVIE 9CENE 
also have to remind you that, 
all of the principle players in 
this musical are Catholics and 
Christians! 
"Individuality!" You do be-
lieve in individuality, don't 
you? " Be an individual, but 
DON'T hurt anyone! " Now tell 
me, is that the thought and moral 
of a first grader? 
It's true, the subject matter of 
the songs does deal with anything 
from alcohol and patriotism to 
the inevitable drugs and war -
but aren't these things which 
are present in our world today? · 
The fact that you don't care 
for the music of "Hair" is your 
own personal opinion, but I sug-
gest that you think twice about 
how open-minded you-have been 
on pre-judging the play itself. 
I think the writer of "Hair"-
Cut should see the Broadway 
production of " Hair," or anyone 
else that feels this way. If they 
still miss the message they are 
fit to be in the first grade. 
" Don't judge a book by it's 
cover," Clarence, or any other 
readers that agree. 
- An~e Zarlengo 
"And the w~nner is '' 
On Monday evening, April 14, NBC-TV will telecast the 41st 
Academy A wards of the Motion Picture Arts and Sciences from the 
Santa Monica Civic Auditorium. 
Since many of the actors, actresses, directors and motion pictures 
are so excellent this year, I am going to express my views on the 
Awards. The Oscar is said to be the most distinguished award that can 
be won although sometimes it is questionable if it is given for the finest 
achievement of the year. My choices for 1968: 
Best Picture- The Lion In Winter. 
Best Director-Franco Zeffirelli for Romeo and Juliet. 
Best Actor- Alan Arkin for The Heat Is A Lonely Hunter. 
Best Actress- Joanne Woodward for Rachel, Rachel. 
Best Supporting Actor- Jack Albertson for The Subject Was Roses. 
Best Supporting Actress- Ruth Gordon for Rosemary's Baby. 
BEN-HUR 
Ben-Hur, the world's most honored motion picture and winner of 
eleven Academy Awards, is brought back to the screen by Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer. This time it is in the added splendor of 70 Mm. wide 
screen and full stereophonic sound. 
Ben-Hur was made entirely in Italy amid a number of the actual 
locales in which the story is set. Its preparation took five years and it 
was first released in 1959. 
Actors and actresses from every corner of the world were 
assembled to head the cast of more than 25 ,000 people who appeared in 
front of the camera. 
Charlton Heston, fresh from his triumph in The Ten 
Commandments, starred as Ben-Hur. This role is one of the most 
demanding ever written, with the character appearing in practically 
every scene of the lengthy script. 
Jack Hawkins played Quintus Arrius , the Roman Naval 
Commander. Stephen Boyd was selected for the colorful role of Messala 
who engages in a life-and-death contest with Ben-Hur in the Chariot 
race. 
Haya Hararet played Ester, the sweetheart of Ben-Hur. From the 
United States came Martha Scott and Cathy O'Donnell, both well-known 
in Hollywood, to play Ben-Hur's mother and sister. 
Hugh Griffith, the Oscar winning Welsh actor, left his starring role 
on Broadway in the Pulitzer Prize-winning Look Homeward Angel in 
order to fly to Italy and take the part of Shiek llderim, the desert 
chieftain who befriends Ben-Hur and persuades him to enter the race. 
William Wyler masterfully directed this huge project. He has won 
fifteen Oscar nominations and the Award three times. The colorful 
settings, successful screenplay and the musical score will be aided in 
t~e monumental production of Ben-Hur. 
I 
I 
I 
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Esteve States Views on Communist Cuba 
Continued from Page 3 
the Cuban people were backing a 
leader like Fidel Castro, when this 
happens, there is a great 
possibility that this revolutionary 
movement would win. Then they 
would say, "Well, we have to be 
with the winner because after all 
what they wanted is reasonable." 
In my opinion, they didn't know 
that Castro was planning anything 
like this Communist system. They 
probably said this is what we need 
in most Spanish American 
countries. 
Question: Do you think that 
even the people close to Castro 
suspected he would go Commun-
ist? 
I don't think so, I think that the 
only person who might have the 
idea about the Communist system 
were the members- the Old . 
Guard we called them - of the 
Communist party. But I don't 
believe Fidel Castro when he says 
that he has always been a 
Communist. He said that 
sometime - in 1961, I think, or 
December of '62. He said on the 
CMQ radio station "I have been a 
Communist, I am a Communist, 
and I will be a Communist till the 
last moment of my life." But I 
don't think this is truth. I think 
this is just to justify himself, I 
think he was very, very strongly 
nationalistic. In other words he 
probably wanted to put everything 
in the right place, finish the 
corruption in the government, and 
establish a system a little more 
socialistic but never Communist. 
Question: How long was the 
Communist party strong in Cuba 
before Battista? 
As far as I remember, it was a 
few years before Battista that the 
Communist Party had more 
members than ever before, about 
145 ,000 people . Of course , the 
Party was illegal. At that time the 
party had about 145,000 people, 
but you could add a few because 
jt was illegai and there was no 
way to verify the members. But 
it was a very small amount of the 
seven million people in Cuba. 
Question: How well spread was 
the Communist Party through-
out Cuba? 
Well, they had secret cells 
all the activities of the Com~ 
munist Party was underground 
be_cause they were illegal. But I 
think th:'lt in every place you 
would fmd some Communists. 
They were not strong enough to do 
anything real, but they were 
smart enough, because they 
know a little more than people 
believe in. The leaders of the 
Communist party, the Russian 
people - we are used to under-
estimating the Communists. This 
is the same mistake that Mr. 
Eisenhower made with Fidel 
Castro. He thought that he was 
just a kind of hippie with his 
beard and all, but he is more than 
that. He is a threat and he is still 
being a threat to this American 
continent. I think that the situa-
tion of Cuba is a lot more impor-
tant than people understand. 
Now sometimes when you live 
in a country like this where more 
or less the freedom and the 
security are quite sure, you think 
that in this country nothing could 
ever happen like in Cuba. This is a 
big mistake also because you see 
what is happening right now. I've 
been here for five years. When I 
lived in Cuba I used to come here 
for a vacation every year and I 
was never worried, all I found in 
this country was enjoyment 
because I came as a tourist. 
Because I didn't live here I didn't 
know that things that are 
happening now could take place. I 
thought it was a country away 
from all these problems. In the 
five years since I came from Cuba 
I have been the witness of a lot of 
things that I can't believe, that I 
wouldn't believe if I were not 
here. In other words, the 
assassination of President 
Kennedy, the assassination of 
Martin Luther King , the 
FLY CLUB GROUND SCHOOL 
TEACHES AIRPLANE BASICS 
By KATHY MOORE 
"' . ~ , .. __ . ..Brown and Gold Reporter 
The ground school of the Regis Flying Club has been a soaring 
success. The school has been in session Monday and Thursday nights for 
three weeks. The class uses the manual Jeppeson Private Pilot Course 
and covers the basics of flight, meteorology, navigation, 
communication, the Federal Aviation Agency regulations and computer 
work.. After several hours. solo time, 
Students ~bo ·have "alrea_dy .. mix~d w{th added instruction, the 
begun the f~Ying _ lessons, which student builds confidence in· 
they work m . with the ground himself and the aircraft plus 
scho?l, are Mike ~rust, George personal piloting proficiency. The 
Petntz, George ~1tten~orf and final step in the school is a solo 
Haro~d Suaz?· The_ cost Is $13.00 cross country flight, which takes 
for flights with an mstructor, and the student more than one 
$9.00 solo. hundred miles out of the Denver 
After a student is qualified to area. 
solo, he can fly anywhere within a 
prescribed practice area. The 
airplane used by the students is a 
Cessna 150. 
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assassination of Bob Kennedy, all 
the riots and all the public dissent, 
the lack of discipline in all 
institutions and the universities . 
We are lucky here to have the 
situation we've got, but in many 
universities , like in California and 
other places, there is absolutely 
no relationship between the 
faculty and the administrators 
and the student. It is far too tense. 
And all these things , California for 
example, things are happening 
that you can ' t believe in a 
civilized country. If this happened 
in a country very behind in 
industry , underdeveloped, yes . 
But I think it would be a good idea 
to pay attention to all these things. 
Because if you let people do what 
they want- it's like the changes 
now, even in the Catholic Church. 
See, they are altering it too much, 
in an institution of this type it is 
necessary to keep control of the 
people in some way. 
I don't mean to tell people what 
they have to do. I don't mean that 
simply because this is a 
democracy you let people do 
whatever they want to do. They 
will want to try many things 
which will bring a lot of terrible 
consequences. Like for example 
those people trying the drugs. This 
is a good example. People are 
trying the drugs because they say, 
well , okay, we want to see where 
it's at. Sometimes they realize 
that this is too bad and they come 
back to normal life without using 
drugs, but for some people it 
becomes habitual. Now that 
person is a sick person in society, 
he is not going to do anything good 
for society , he will just be 
creating problems. 
Now the racial problem, all 
these things, are very interesting. 
In my opinion , the Negro ' s 
problem is a big problem in this 
country. The government and all 
the people who have the 
responsibility of making 
decisions, they should take into 
consideration how important it is 
to find a solution to this problem. 
Otherwise the Negroes will begin 
to look elsewhere for an answer. 
I think there is a racial war 
among brothers and sisters 
because the Negro people are our 
brothers too and I don't see why 
we have to kill each other. I don't 
see why we have to hate Negroes 
and the Negroes have to hate the 
white people. What we should try 
to do is achieve some kind of \ 
solution to this misunderstanding, 
but in the meantime, while we are 
finding the solution , the 
Communist party is taking 
advantage of the situation. They 
are using the situation in order to 
spread their doctrine and their 
philosophy. They are stimulating 
the idea among the Negro groups 
that Communism would be the 
solution to this problem because 
they would take over and then 
they would have control of the 
factories and control of the 
government and then they would 
be paralyzed, especially those who 
are backing this program. 
For example Carmichael and 
Brown, why do you think that they 
have been in Cuba? They went 
there to see if they can do here 
with their people what Fidel 
Castro did with the Cuban people. 
They think that sometime they 
might have a big enough, a 
powerful enough , group to 
participate in the decisions of this 
country. Not through decisions of 
the government but through 
taking control of the government. 
This is a dream, it is impossible 
now in a country where there are 
twenty million Negroes and one 
hundred and seventy million white 
people . It is not very easy to 
conceive. But this is now, and you 
don't know what will happen. And 
don ' t forget that many white 
people are joining the Negro 
people too. 
So I think that the situation of 
Cuba is affecting tremendously 
the situation of South American 
countries and even inside the 
United States. To me it is very, 
very important to pay a little 
more attention. Mr. Nixon says 
that the case in Cuba should be 
revised, reviewed - the 
government should pay attention, 
should take care of the situation, 
not to do anything, not to send 
money. I think that Mr. Nixon 
knows pretty well about the 
Spanish-American countries 
problems. He has been several 
times in South America and he 
knows from his own experience 
what is the culture and what are 
the answers and needs of these 
people in all these countries. 
Question: When did you become 
anxious enough about Battista to 
become involved with the Castro 
people? 
In 1952 I ·was against Battista 
and more than that I was against 
Battista since I was eight years 
old. In 1933 when Battista took 
over for the first time he was a 
sergeant in the military force and 
he organized a group of military 
men and they overcame President 
Machado. Machado was another 
bad president. We have had a lot 
of presidents- Batti st a , 
Machado, and others who weren' t 
constitutional. He created a lot , 
like the National Bank of Cuba and 
the development of industry and 
agricultural business , the law 
giving the women the same rights 
as the men. But Fr i jo wa s a 
corrupted person too. 
IN THE NEXT ISSUE: The 
Missile Crisis of 1962 and the ill-
fated Bay of Pigs invasion- Who 
really won? 
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'Ciouds'Wins Thundering Applause; 
Large Audiences Ecstatic Over Cast 
"Great god, what a monster of a night it's been," yawned 
Strepsiades (Tom McNally) as Aristophanes' The Clouds opened last 
Friday night in the Lou Kellogg Center of the Performing Arts here at 
Regis. Sometimes saddled with playing straight man, McNally still 
managed to hold the audience and provoke laughter throughout. Timing 
and vocal variety, essential elements of good comedy, were at all times 
apparent. lapses of character cannot be 
As Sokrates, John Samson had overlooked. 
only to peer over the edge of his Jake Williams and Mike 
lofty laundry lookout ~ith ~hades, O'Dorisio are to be congratulated 
telescope a~d He~dn~. hairdo to on good, solid performances; Jake 
put the audience In stitches . He for his pompous poet and Mike for 
kept them there. his corpulent, toddling creditor. 
Rich Haber's portrayal of As is often said, "There are no 
Pheidippides was extremely stiff, small parts, only small actors." 
seldom surpassing mere Randy Becker, Mike Bird and 
recitation. However, delivery of John Trilla are to be particularly 
some lines in the second act commended for development of 
showed hints of promise from this their roles. They were helped, of 
newcomer. Another newcomer, course, l>y numerous "bits" which 
Kathy Moore, can be faulted only can only be attributed to their 
for lack of projection. But her inventive director, Mr. Dennis 
stage movement was always Gallagher. 
graceful and sophisticated. Talent The fact that one of the classics, 
here ; ought to be developed. sporting a large amount of new 
Grinning, tanned and darkly talent, could draw enthusiastic 
bespectacled, Doug Tisdale waved overflow crowds, despite a poor 
his cocktail and presented a excuse for a theatre and cross-
perfectly profligate Sophistry. campus compEltition, is a tribute 
With this glittering presence, to a diligent Drama Department 
C bar I i e Samson was under- and Theatre Guild. 
standably upstaged, but his .;__ J. LYON DAVIDSON 
A K Psi Pledges Initiated 
By THOMAS S. MANNING 
Brown and Gold Reporter 
The Gamma Sigma Chapter of 
Alpha Kappa Psi initiated 
fourteen happy "pledges" last 
weekend. Initially starting with 
twenty pledges, the actives felt 
that ' ' this bunch'' was an 
extremely good class and will 
work well together. 
The fourteen to be 
congratulated are Jack Turek, 
Marty Ribaudo, Marty Caldwell, 
Pat Dolan, Larry Eisinger, Paul 
Halloran, Lou Howe, Tom 
Kluever, Jim Grisier, Tom 
O'Malley, Bob Merna, Rob 
Pearson, Bob Ruzicka, and Tom 
Wimsatt. 
The Brothers are also offering 
their services to the American 
Cancer Society. We are going 
around from student to student 
selli'ng mice!!! For 27¢, a person 
can buy a mouse which will be 
used in Cancer Research. 
Joe Armbruster, Chairman of 
the Service and Welfare 
Committee, reported that "sales 
were up, but there was still room 
for improvement." It is a worthy 
cause and we hope to get more of 
a response from the students. 
Former Editor Asks 
These scen~s from Aristophanes' The Clouds 
show why the play, held in Fieldhouse 5, was 
such an outstanding success. Tom McNally 
and John Samson led the cast to an updated 
version of this classic which kept .the audience 
laughing throughout the performance. 
B&G Photo by Shumaker 
Ex-Convict Blames Society For Penal System 
Continued fro~ Page I eighty-two percent will return to can." 
hardened prisoners if they rape crime. Of the one million that will "Love and work" is what Mr. 
the. young boys so that the guards be on probation, he estimated that Sands preached. It is through 
can watch. two-thirds would fail. "And that these two "virtues", he feels, that 
However, Mr. Sands does not makes your prison system a man can accomplish what is often 
lay the blame solely with the failure. Not because Bill Sands deemed impossible. 
wardens. Many, he contends, are says so, but J>e<:ause eight out of Immediate action by this 
of first-rate character and are ten men you put m there, come. o~~ generation and future help by 
earnestly working for reform but worse than w~en th~y w~nt m, today's youth for our prisons is 
are not provided even the basic retorted Sands m obv10.u~ ~sgust. what Mr. Sands demanded. His 
needs for their prisons. He ~ent on to ~r~tlc1ze. the arguments were both valid and 
"If you ask any of those ~ypocnsy,ofourC?z'Is!!ansocie.ty. persuasive,hisstatisticsshocking 
(concerned) wardens, 'Warden, We don t forgive, he sai~. and revealing and his answers 
may I see your prison', you'll get a "That we're .not good at. Hate, thoughtful a~d idealistic. He 
short answer. He'll say 'This is ~omb, stab, kill, bayonet, put men commented during his lecture, "I 
not my prison, it's yours. You own m cages, gas them, hang them, am considered controversial in 
L C •d • it. You bought it. Your taxes electrocute them ... We won't penology because 1 will tell it like ecture 0 ns l era flO n support .it. You pay for it.' And even forgive our own son if he it is." And Mr. Bill sands did 
. you, ladies and gentlemen - pay grows his hair longer than we exactly that. 
Dear Editor : . was invited to many functions by th~ terrible price for the prison:s 
After the Bill Sa1_1ds lecture last the American Friends Service failure to do what you expect of It 
T u.e s da ~ evening - and , Committee, Colorado University, -protect.you." . 
pn m an l y' what .result~d Denver University, the Air Force Accordmg to the FBI, of the after~ards- I would like to raise Academy, Young Republicans, th.ree hundred thousand men that 
a voice of concern over t~e Young Democrats, the District will soo~er or later be ~eleased 
processes of camp~s protocol ; m Attorney , the Colorado Press from pnson to be our ne1~~bors, 
short, they are lackmg. . Association, other area colleges, 
BROWN AN~ G~LD Editor press organizations, citizens' ~a~k ~ngelos did ~mally get an groups, churches, theaters, and 
mv1tatw.n to a function s~onsored merchants _ yet couldn't attend 
by Reg1.s College- Bill. Matt the dinner for David Schoenbrun 
caught him as he was wa~mg by (to which several coeds were 
the ~acuity Lounge, on his way invited) so that I could wangle an 
upstairs to do some work on the interview for the newspaper. 
newspaper. The fact remams that Why? 
no E?itor· in recent ~-e~rs ~s ever It is my feeling that the Editor 
received a fo~al mv1tabon to a of the campus newspaper should 
College func~10n of a formal be afforded some respect for the 
nature , .at .which other student position he holds_ after all, he 
representabv.es are present. I am should be rewarded in some 
no longer Editor, so ~ can s~e no manner for the thankless job of 
earthly .reason for th1s contmued getting nn everyone's nerves. His 
aparth~Id. position is one of service to the 
Senously , I hav~ always entire "Regis Family"- and 
wondered why the Editor of the should be treated accordingly. 
ca~pus. newspaper - the only I submit that something needs 
m.aJor h~ that the students have to be done to insure that this 
with the1~ ~overnment, f~culty ' doesn't continue into the future, 
and administrators.-:- IS not speaking both from experience 
accorded the same pnvlleg~ that and from observation; it is a sad 
othe~ ~ampu~ employees (m ~n thing when someone that 
admm~strative sens.e) are , m shoulders the responsibility of one 
atten~mg campus dmners and of the most demanding student 
meetmgs .that concern t.he positions on campus should be 
students. It Is not only a q~est10n overlooked. 
of taste , but a questiOn of 
continued cooperation and 
~ommunication. _While Editor, I 
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